X12M Supply Chain

X12M Supply Chain Subcommittee Minutes

Monday, June 27 - 10 AM – 11:00 AM ET

- The meeting was called to order by the Chair
- It was announced that the X12 Anti-Trust Caution is in effect
- Opening Remarks by Chair
  - X12 Chair Gary Beatty called for a motion by acclimation to accept Zubair Nazir and Steven Rosenberg at X12M Chair and Vice-Chair, respectively. The motion carried. Changes will occur after conclusion of the X12 September Standing meeting.

- Administrative Issues
  - Membership Review - Attendance tracking is managed by X12
  - September 2022 Agenda review and approval
  - A motion was offered and approved to accept the agenda. The motion passed.
  - Approval of June 2022 X12M Minutes
  - A motion was offered and approved to accept the June minutes. The motion passed.

- Review/Discuss open Code Maintenance Requests (CMRs).
  - Batch 116 — X12J
    - #116-90
      - DE 1403 – new code – High Risk Implantable Device. No comments from the group.
    - #116-91 – Request is unclear and pertains to multiple segments and transactions. Should be submitted as an MR or broken up. X12 Staff will contact the submitter.

- Review/Discuss/Approve RFI’s
  - No new X12M-specific RFI’s currently.
  - RFI 2565 — N402 and N406 Clarification - Discussed; awaiting follow-up from X12J, as needed
    - “N402 is required only if city name (N401) is in the U.S. or Canada”
    - Note: This Comment was removed from later X12 versions of the N4 segment.
    - Is ‘N4*Austell**301687852*US*SP*GA’ correct?
      - The N4 statement was developed prior to international considerations and provides guidance for use in US and Canada locations.
      - Code SP is in the N405/DE 309 list, and DE 309 is used in a number of segments.
      - Since N402 specifically is the ‘State or Province Code’, to use N405 with code SP is neither preferred nor recommended for US and Canada addresses.
      - Use of the N406 with N405 code SP would not be appropriate for US and Canada addresses.
    - Motion to approve offered and seconded. X12M Approved June 27, 2022.
    - June 27 update: X12J will prepare a response; X12 Standard’s Comments are not part of the standard.
Review/Discuss OPEN Data Maintenance Requests - X12M Supply Chain (https://mr.x12.org)

• MR41 X12M AIA 824 Implementation Guideline TR3 – In Development
  • 6/2022 – AIA guideline is in-process (004010X350) and will be presented to X12M by the next Standing Meeting.
  • TR3 should be available for X12M during Q4 2022 for review and approval. Planning for January 2023 X12 approval to publish.

• MR85 X12M AIA 897 Implementation Guideline TR3 – In Development
  • 6/2022– AIA guideline is in-process (004010X366)
  • Will be completed during 2023

• MR203 - Data Element 480 X12 Ballot Approved
  • Remove ‘sub-release’ from the definition of DE 480
    o No more sub-releases in X12 – proposed revision from Subcommittee C
      ▪ Code indicating the version, release, and industry identifier of the EDI Standard being used, including the GS and GE segments; if the code in DE455 in the GS segment is X, then DE 480 positions 1-3 are the version number; positions 4-6 are the release level of the version; and positions 7-12 are the industry or trade association identifiers (optionally assigned by user); if the code in DE455 in the GS segment is T, other formats are allowed.
    o 6/2022 – For review and approval
      ▪ 6/28/2022 - Motion to approve offered and seconded – X12M Approved
    o 9/2022 – X12 Ballot Approved; will be in next version

• MR204 – Data Element I70 X12 Ballot Approved
  • Ensure all code values represent specific encodings
  • Review MR solution in Maintenance; code list is ‘normalized’ against global character encoding list
  • 6/28/2022 – Motion to approve as written offered and seconded– X12M Approved
  • 9/2022 – X12 Ballot Approved; will be in next version

• MR239 – 832 Price/Sales Catalog additions for nuts, dairy, fish, meat, poultry In Development
  • 6/2022 - Enhancements to support product information for additional food categories
    o Will review list of proposed loop, segment, data element and code additions
    o This will create a basis for a new MR (to be submitted) for 897 transaction enhancements once the 832 work is completed
    o 6/28/2022 – Group reviewed the submission and offered suggestions; To be continued in September
  • 9/2022 – Continue work on the business requirements
    o Group reviewed the worksheets for nuts, dairy, fish, meat and poultry
      ▪ Several changes were recommended
      ▪ As soon as the updated documents are available, they will be reviewed

• MR281 – X12J/X12M - DE 353 and X341 Impact Assessment
  • 9/2022 – Awaiting X12J and X12N input regarding using other existing codes in the TR3 X341
OTHER Monday sessions:

- **1 PM - 2:30 PM – RSC – Business to Everything – Hybrid**
  - The discussion included talking about API’s and the Business Process Coalition committee
  - More to follow
- **2:00 PM -3:30 PM – X12J Technical Assessment - Hybrid**
- **5:00 PM – 5:45 PM - General Session / Annual Meeting - Hybrid**
- **5:45 PM – 7:15 PM - Reception**

**Tuesday, Sept 20 – 1 PM to 4 PM ET**

- Continue with agenda and open MRs from Monday
  - Discussion continued with review of MR 239

**Wednesday, Sept 21 – 10 AM to 12 PM ET**

- Continue with agenda and open MRs from Tuesday
  - Discussion continued with review of MR 239

- Goal is to have the updates available and approved for X12 ballot coming out of the January 2023 meeting

*Other X12M related Wednesday session:*

- **2:00 PM – 3:30 PM – X12J Technical Assessment – Hybrid – Session was cancelled**

- X12M adjournment
  - 9/21/2022 – With the scheduled work completed, the meeting Adjourned at 12:45 PM ET.
  - Minutes are provided by the X12M Chair.

*Other X12M related trimester sessions:*

- **Monday, Sept 26 - 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM – X12J Technical Assessment – Virtual**
- **Wednesday, Sept 28 – 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM – Procedures Review Board - Virtual**